
BIRTHDAYS/CUMPLEANOS  
A Bilingual Interactive Vocabulary-Rich Reading Presentation  

Lesson Design by E.A.Turner 

 

BOOK TITLE:  Bear’s Birthday/El cumpleanos de Oso  

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR: Stella Blackstone and Debbie Harter 
 

SYNOPSIS: Bear has a birthday party and invites friends. In rhyming verse (only rhymes in English), the 

book describes the activities and atmosphere of the party. Illustrations are brilliantly colored and rich with 

design details and patterns, so that one might see new things at each reading.  

   

QUESTION:   What is your favorite picture in this book?  Why? Decide upon your choice, hide that answer, all 
reveal on the count of 3, compare to others, explain why we chose these favorites 
QUESTION:   What design details do you notice?  What patterns, colors, and shapes do you observe in the 
illustrations? What happens with balloons at each page?  
 
KEY WORDS:   
Key Spanish words:  cumpleanos, oso, globos 
Feliz cumpleaños a ti 
feliz cumpleaños a ti 
feliz cumpleaños querido/a(name) 
feliz cumpleaños a ti.  
  
Key English words:  stripes, checkerboard, diamond, 2-dimensional shapes, 3-dimensional shapes, screw (like 
a striped birthday candle), spiral, horizontal (stripes), vertical (stripes), polka-dots 
 
KEY DEFINITIONS:  Stripes are a two-dimensional pattern of alternating colored lines.  A spiral or screw may 
appear to be striped, but they are three-dimensional variations.    
 
VALUES:  relationships, celebration, tradition, fun, play 
 
ART & DESIGN & CREATIVITY:  If you were to write a book that tells a story about your birthday, what would 
you be doing in the story? Look at the stripes on the birthday candles. Notice there is a design even for this 
simple item. Everything has a design.    
 
NOTICE IN THE BOOK:  Increasing visual observation skills (SCIENCE objectives) 
The number of balloons is counted down from ten, with each page showing one less. (MATH objectives) What 
other patterns do you notice in this book? There are stripes throughout the book, including the cats, bees, 
cups, railroad tracks. There is a page with bears playing hide-and-seek. How many bears can you find on this 
page?  
  
DESIGN ACTIVITY: 
Observe and touch a birthday candle. Notice the stripes. If you touch it, you can feel the ridges. This is actually 
a spiral design, like a “screw”, which is a simple machine. (SCIENCE objectives)  
 
MATH DEMONSTRATION:  
A visual comparison of the ages of second graders to the ages of adults – Before the story, the guest reader 
asks one student to tell his/her age. They place this number of index cards end to end on the floor. The guest 
asks a second student, a third, a fourth, a fifth, a sixth, and a seventh to do the same, so that there are seven 
rows of cards. (An eighth row may be needed.) The guest reveals her age (and birthday) and explains that her 



age is all the cards combined. You may also use the age of the teacher or a famous person (Martin Luther 
King, Jr.).   
Math Objectives:  array, multiplication concept applied, division; using length units to represent time 
(timeline); 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional, geometric shapes   
 
NOTES  
Following presentation to second grade students week of January 15, 2014 
Students did not have vocabulary:  stripes, checkerboard, diamond-shapes, spiral 
With some exceptions, students did not add well:  8 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 7 + 8, etc.  
Students at this school had some skills with Spanish pronunciation.  
 
CURIOSITY:  
 
INQUIRY: 
 
 

  


